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ABSTRACT

Fast propagation, ease-of-access, and low cost have made social me-

dia an increasingly popular means for news consumption. However,

this has also led to an increase in the preponderance of fake news.

Widespread propagation of fake news can be detrimental to soci-

ety, and this has created enormous interest in fake news detection

on social media. Many approaches to fake news detection use the

news content, social context, or both. In this work, we look at fake

news detection as a problem of estimating the credibility of both

the news publishers and users that propagate news articles. We

introduce a new approach called the credibility score-based model

that can jointly infer fake news and credibility scores for publishers

and users. We use a state-of-the-art statistical relational learning

framework called probabilistic soft logic to perform this joint in-

ference effectively. We show that our approach is accurate at both

fake news detection and inferring credibility scores. Further, our

model can easily integrate any auxiliary information that can aid

in fake news detection. Using the FakeNewsNet1 dataset, we show

that our approach significantly outperforms previous approaches

at fake news detection by up to 10% in recall and 4% in accuracy.

Furthermore, the credibility scores learned for both publishers and

users are representative of their true behavior.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computing methodologies → Statistical relational learn-

ing; • Information systems→ Social networks;
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1 INTRODUCTION

The number of users on social media and their increased engage-

ment has led to a drastic shift in how users consume news. It has

been reported that the number of users consuming news from so-

cial media increased from 49% to 62% from the years 2012 to 2016.2

While social media is a convenient platform for users to consume

and share news, it also makes it easy for users to publish inaccurate

or intentionally misleading information (a.k.a., fake news). Con-

tent on social media can go viral, quickly misinforming millions

of users, and can have severe consequences on the economy3 or

political stability of a nation [1]. Thus, it has become crucial to

be able to detect fake news and mitigate the effects of spreading

misinformation [9, 13].

Significant effort has been invested in fake news detection. Some

of the initial works focused on exploiting the structure in news

content in order to identify a news article as fake [4, 8, 17]. However,

identifying fake news with text alone is challenging as, in many

cases, these articles are written with the intention to misinform

people, making it hard to distinguish from real news based on

text alone. Alternatively, some approaches use the social context

information available to effectively detect fake news [18, 19] . More

recent methods use both the news content and social context to

better detect fake news [11, 15, 16].

While the previous approaches have been effective, they tend

to be complicated and focus only on detecting whether or not a

news article is fake. In this work, we propose a simple yet effective

approach for detecting fake news by inferring the credibility of

the publisher publishing the news and the credibility of the users

that share them; we refer to this approach as credibility score-based

model (CSM). Some of the previous approaches that model user or

publisher bias [5, 14] infer credibility indirectly by first learning

the partisan bias of the user or publisher and then predicting their

credibility. In this paper, we directly learn publisher credibility

scores (PCSs) and user credibility scores (UCSs) by jointly inferring

both the credibility scores (CSs) and the fake news labels. In order

to do this, we make use of a powerful statistical relational learning

(SRL) [6, 10] framework called probabilistic soft logic (PSL) [2].

Further, we show that any prior knowledge, such as a publisher’s

trustworthiness obtained from websites such as MBFC4, can be

easily incorporated in our model.

Our key contributions include: 1) we introduce a simple yet

effective approach to identify fake news in social media; 2) we

show how publisher and user credibility can be implicitly learned
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by jointly inferring fake news labels and credibility scores; 3) we

show that any external knowledge can be easily incorporated in

our model; 4) through empirical evaluation on the FakeNewsNet

dataset [12], we show that CSM can get up to 10% improvement in

recall and 4% improvement in accuracy in the Politifact dataset;

and 5) we show that the CSs learned for both the publishers and

the users are accurate.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

LetA = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑁 } be a set of𝑁 news articles,P = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, . . .

, 𝑝𝑃 } be a set of 𝑃 publishers, andU = {𝑢1, 𝑢2, . . . , 𝑢𝑈 } be a set of𝑈

users in a social network. We denote a user-news interaction matrix

𝑆 ∈ {0, 1}𝑈×𝑁 , where 𝑆𝑢,𝑛 = 1 implies that user 𝑢 shares news 𝑛

in a social network at least once. Note that users may sometimes

share fake news expressing their disagreement; we do not treat this

differently as this is still fake news propagation. Next, we define a

publisher-news matrix 𝐼 ∈ {0, 1}𝑃×𝑁 , where 𝐼𝑝,𝑛 = 1 implies that

news 𝑛 was issued by publisher 𝑝 . Further, we assume that, for a

subset of publishers, a publisher trust score 𝑡𝑝 can be obtained from

external sources like MBFC. Given the information above our task

is to label news articles A as fake (𝑙𝑎 = 1) or real (𝑙𝑎 = 0). Further,

we assume that a subset of labels 𝐿𝑜 ⊂ 𝐿 is observed and the rest

𝐿𝑢 = 𝐿 − 𝐿𝑜 are unobserved. Formally, the problem is defined as:

Definition 1. Given news articles A, users U, publishers P,

user-news interaction matrix 𝑆 , publisher-news matrix 𝐼 , partially

available publisher trust 𝑡𝑝 , and partially observed news labels 𝐿𝑜 ,

the task is to infer the rest of the labels 𝐿𝑢 .

In order to solve this problem, we propose to learn two latent

factors, publisher and user credibility, which we use to infer the

fake news labels jointly. To accomplish this, we use a powerful

SRL framework called PSL, which we briefly describe in the next

section.

3 PROBABILISTIC SOFT LOGIC

PSL is a probabilistic programming language that is effective at

reasoning over structured data and output. Amodel in PSL is defined

through a set of weighted first-order logical rules. These logical

rules can be interpreted as a continuous relaxation of Boolean logic.

A weighted logical rule is generally of the form:

𝑤 : UserShare(U, N) ∧ UserCred(U) → ¬FakeNews(N)

where𝑤 ∈ R+ is a learnable weight of the rule (also interpreted as

importance of satisfying the rule), FakeNews, UserCred, and UserShare

are predicates and 𝑁 and𝑈 are placeholders for news articles and

users. This rule when instantiated with data, i.e, 𝑁 = 𝑎 ∈ A and

𝑈 = 𝑢 ∈ U (𝑤 : UserShare(u, a)∧UserCred(u) → ¬FakeNews(a)), is re-

ferred to as ground rule and each predicate in a ground rule, such as

FakeNews(a), is referred to as a ground predicate.We explain this rule

inmore detail in Section 4.2. Each ground predicate is represented as

a continuous random variable in the range [0, 1], and each ground

rule represents a clique in a special type of Markov random field

called a hinge-loss Markov random field (HL-MRF). Based on data,

some random variables are observed𝑋 , and some are unobserved𝑌 ,

and the task of inference in PSL is to estimate the value for 𝑌 given

𝑋 . For example, for the above rule in our setting, all random vari-

ables generated by UserShare are observed while random variables

generated from FakeNews are partially observed and random vari-

ables generated from UserCred are fully unobserved. The probability

density of a HL-MRF is given by: 𝑃 (𝑌 |𝑋 ) ∝ 𝑒𝑥𝑝
(

−
∑𝑚
𝑖=1𝑤𝑖𝜙𝑖 (𝑌,𝑋 )

)

where, 𝜙𝑖 = max{0, ℓ𝑖 (𝑌,𝑋 )}𝑑𝑖 ;𝑑𝑖 ∈ {1, 2} ,𝑚 is the total number

of cliques, 𝜙𝑖 is a potential function associated with each clique

generated by a ground rule, ℓ𝑖 is a linear function, 𝑑𝑖 gives the flex-

ibility to choose between linear and squared hinge loss (we only

use squared in this paper), and𝑤𝑖 is the weight associated with the

rule. The task of inference can be written as: argmax𝑌 𝑃 (𝑌 |𝑋 ) =

argmin𝑌
∑𝑚
𝑖=1𝑤𝑖𝜙𝑖 (𝑌,𝑋 ). The above expression is solved using

alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [3].

4 CREDIBILITY SCORE BASED MODEL

In this section, we describe our credibility score-based model (CSM),

which jointly learns publisher and user credibility and infers news

labels. We first discuss how the PCSs are inferred, followed by the

UCSs.

4.1 Publisher credibility

Fake news is often written by publishers with strong partisan bias

which affects the credibility of the published news [5]. Websites

like MBFC analyze and provide such biases and also generate trust-

worthiness scores 𝑡𝑝 for publishers. These scores are between zero

to five, with five being most credible and zero being least. We create

a predicate called MBFC(P) =
𝑡𝑝
5 which represents the MBFC score

and is fully observed. While this is a good source of information for

publisher credibility, it is not complete and can be biased. Therefore,

we treat it as a prior for publisher credibility. We introduce a new

predicate called PubCred(P), which represents the latent PCS. As

this predicate models a latent variable, this value is unobserved for

all publishers and needs to be inferred. We first incorporate the

prior information using the following rules:

𝑤1 : MBFC(P) → PubCred(P) (1)

𝑤2 : ¬MBFC(P) → ¬PubCred(P) (2)

Next we learn the PCS from data by jointly inferring the value for

unobserved labels of news articles 𝑌𝑢 with the rules below:

𝑤3 : PubCred(P) ∧ NewsPub(N, P) → ¬FakeNews(N) (3)

𝑤4 : FakeNews(N) ∧ NewsPub(N, P) → ¬PubCred(P) (4)

where NewsPub(N, P) is fully observed and is true when 𝐼𝑃,𝑁 = 1. The

above rules encode the intuition that a publisher that is not credible

will publish fake news, and a credible publisher will not. Performing

inference with the above set of rules generates predictions for

𝑌𝑢 ∈ [0, 1] |𝑌𝑢 | and a PCS in range [0, 1] for all publishers. We refer

to a model that uses the above rules only as publisher CSM (PCSM).

4.2 User credibility

Unlike publisher credibility, there is no explicit information avail-

able for user credibility. Previous approaches [7, 14] generally ex-

ploit user attributes or behavior or learn partisan bias to estimate

user credibility. In our approach, we learn user credibility by jointly

reasoning about fake news and user’s news sharing behavior. In or-

der to accomplish this, we introduce a latent predicate UserCred(U),

which is fully unobserved and represents a UCS in the range [0, 1].
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Table 1: Performance of different approaches at fake news detection. Numbers in bold are significant with 𝑝 < 0.05

Datasets Metrics LR-Unigram LR-Bigram TriFN PCSM UCSM CSM

Politifact

Accuracy 0.801 (0.059) 0.852 (0.047) 0.878 (0.017) 0.875 (0.047) 0.890 (0.048) 0.913 (0.040)

Precision 0.778 (0.089) 0.807 (0.076) 0.867 (0.034) 0.957 (0.050) 0.846 (0.074) 0.879 (0.069)

Recall 0.876 (0.084) 0.934 (0.055) 0.893 (0.023) 0.791 (0.092) 0.957 (0.038) 0.961 (0.032)

F1 0.818 (0.059) 0.863 (0.050) 0.88 (0.015) 0.862 (0.058) 0.896 (0.048) 0.917 (0.040)

Buzzfeed

Accuracy 0.713 (0.067) 0.734 (0.076) 0.864 (0.026) 0.827 (0.053) 0.858 (0.051) 0.858 (0.050)

Precision 0.697 (0.094) 0.704 (0.086) 0.849 (0.040) 0.787 (0.070) 0.779 (0.077) 0.787 (0.069)

Recall 0.770 (0.141) 0.803 (0.154) 0.893 (0.013) 0.888 (0.106) 0.993 (0.018) 0.979 (0.035)

F1 0.717 (0.084) 0.740 (0.085) 0.87 (0.019) 0.829 (0.063) 0.871 (0.047) 0.870 (0.043)

A value of one implies the user is entirely credible, while a value

of zero implies the opposite. We introduce the following rules to

incorporate and learn UCS:

𝑤5 : UserShare(U, N) ∧ ¬FakeNews(N) → UserCred(U) (5)

𝑤6 : UserShare(U, N) ∧ UserCred(U) → ¬FakeNews(N) (6)

where UserShare(U, P) is fully observed and is true when 𝑆𝑈 ,𝑁 = 1.

The above rules encode the intuition that a credible user will often

share real news while a user that is not credible will share more

fake news. Finally, performing inference with the above set of rules

leads to the prediction for 𝑌𝑢 ∈ [0, 1] |𝑌𝑢 | and a latent UCS for all

users. We refer to a model that uses the above rules only as user

CSM (UCSM). Our final model combines PCSM and UCSM to generate

CSM.

5 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of CSM using the

FakeNewsNet dataset. Using our empirical evaluation, we answer

three research questions: RQ1) is CSM effective at fake news detec-

tion? RQ2) is UCSM better than PCSM? RQ3) are the PCSs and the

UCSs learned representative of data?

5.1 Experimental Setup and Methods

The FakeNewsNet dataset from Shu et al. [15] contains data from

two sources, Politifact and Buzzfeed. The social context for these

datasets is mined from Twitter. Politifact dataset contains 23,865

users, 88 publishers, 37,259 social engagements, 120 fake news, and

120 real news. Similarly, the Buzzfeed dataset contains 15,257 users,

27 publishers, 25,240 social engagements, 91 fake news, and 91 real

news. Similar to previous work [15], we use accuracy, precision,

recall, and F1 to evaluate the performance of different approaches.

For a fair comparison, we use the same approach as TriFN [15] and

randomly choose 80% data for training and 20% for testing, we

repeat this process 30 times (instead of 10 times in TriFN), and re-

port the mean performance and their standard deviations. We learn

all the hyperparameters using the training data only. We perform

independent T-test to ensure significance with 𝑝 < 0.05. In this

work, we evaluate on three baselines and three CSMs:

LR-Unigram: a logistic regression (LR) model which uses the uni-

grams of the news content as features.

LR-Bigram: a LR model that uses bigrams of the news content as

features. Both LR-Unigram and LR-Bigram are common ways of per-

forming classification based on text.5

TriFN: work by Shu et al. [15] that makes use of news features,

user features, user-news interaction, user-user interaction, and

publisher-news interaction to perform fake news detection. They

show that their approach outperforms many previous approaches

[4, 8]. Note, as their code is not publicly available, we report the

evaluation metrics provided in their paper.

PCSM: model defined by the rules in Section 4.1.

UCSM: model defined by the rules in Section 4.2.

CSM
6: combine rules from PCSM and UCSM and the weights for rules

are learned using continuous random grid search.

5.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, we answer RQ1 and RQ2. First, to answer RQ1, we

compare CSMwith the LR-Unigram, LR-Bigram, and TriFN. Table 1 shows

accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 obtained on the Politifact and

the Buzzfeed datasets. Overall we observe that LR-Bigram tends to

be better than LR-Unigram on all metrics and for both datasets. Next,

we observe that TriFN is better than both LR models on almost all

metrics except recall in Politifact. Finally, when we compare our

approach CSM with TriFN which, to the best of our knowledge, is the

previous state-of-the-art, we observe that CSM is significantly better

than TriFN in the Politifact dataset on all metrics except precision

where they are similar. In the Buzzfeed dataset, we observe that

there is no significant difference between TriFN and CSM in terms

of accuracy and F1, but TriFN is significantly better than CSM at

precision while CSM is better than TriFN at recall. This indicates

that CSM tends to be conservative and labels more news as fake

compared to TriFN. Overall, we observe that CSM is effective at fake

news detection and mostly outperforms TriFN. We believe that the

effectiveness of CSM is due to the joint inference performed using

PSL, as both CSM and TriFN use the same information sources to

perform fake news detection.

To answer RQ2, we evaluate PCSM and UCSM models on both

the Politifact and Buzzfeed datasets and report the four metrics in

Table 1. We observe here that UCSM outperforms PCSM on almost all

metrics in both datasets. We believe UCSM outperforms PCSM here

because the signal obtained from users sharing news is stronger

and more reliable than the PCSs obtained using a few news articles.

Publisher’s credibility can be seen as a natural prior when not

enough user shares are available. However, with sufficient social

5https://www.kaggle.com/mdepak/fakenewsnet
6https://github.com/linqs/chowdhury-cikm20
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